. However, to the best of our 57 knowledge, this claim has never been put to the empirical test previously. So "Do odd vs. even 58 numbers really matter when it comes to the visual appreciation of compositions?" And, to what 59 extent can this difference influence the visual appreciation of the food, or maybe even the actual 60 enjoyment of the food? One way of testing whether an odd number of items on a plate is preferred 61 to an even number is to show participants two such plates of food, and ask which is preferred.
148 the nature of the study, and provided informed consent prior to taking part in the study and all of 149 the studies reported thereafter. These studies have been approved by Oxford University's Medical 276 There was no statistically significant evidence to support the scenario that plate overcrowding 277 influenced dish selection here. At first glance, the results on Experiment 2 are rather different from 278 those of the preceding study. Here, by far the majority of our participants preferred the 4-item 279 dishes, as opposed to the 3-item dish. In Experiment 1, though, the magnitude of this preference 280 was much smaller; indeed, when the items were arranged vertically, participants preferred the 3-281 item dish over the 4-item dish. It should be noted, though, how the pattern of results in Figure 4A 282 and 3B, which tested participants on the same plate sizes as Experiment 1, if one ignores the 283 magnitude of the preference difference, resembles that seen in Figure 3A and 2B for Experiment 284 1: when the items were arranged vertically, more participants picked the 3 item dish, relative to 286 arrangement and this study does not, we will continue exploring food arrangement in subsequent 287 studies -it may just be that a ceiling effect here led to this difference between studies.
288 Why do we observe such a discrepancy between this study and the previous, in terms of magnitude 289 of preference difference? One possibility is that the population from which the participants were 
314

Stimuli, Design and Procedure
315 This study was identical to Experiment 2 except that the scallops were scaled so that each plate 316 contained the same amount of food. In the previous studies, the scallops were held within 50 x 50 317 pixel boxes, and we assumed that the height that the scallops were off the plate was approximately 318 2/3 of this measure (33.3 pixels). Thus, on a three-item plate, the scallops were each tightly held 319 within a 250000 voxel box (3 * 50 * 50 * 33.33). The scallops in the four-item plate were scaled 320 along the x, y, and z axes to 90.86% of their original size so that the boxes they were enclosed 321 within also summed up to this value (4 x 45.43 x 45.43 x 30.29).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
323 A log-linear analysis, as defined in Experiment 2, was run using data from this study ( 328 The results indicate that, in actual fact, the 4-item dishes were preferred over the 3-item dishes, 329 which is contrary to the wide spread claim that that odd-number of items should be preferable. were not yet scaled to be equal in size in terms of pixels, as done from Experiment 2 onwards.
467 Could the 'fixed' stimuli used in Experiment 1 have led to the above discrepancy? To test for this, 468 we isolated each dish in the study using photo-editing software to estimate total scallop pixels (see 469 Table 1 ). We then calculated the individual scaling factor present for each condition (square plate 470 x vertical items, .98; square x polygon 1.03; circular x vertical, .93; circular x polygon, 1.04) and 471 plotted this on Figure 7 , alongside the ratio of 3-items being selected for each condition.
472 
516
Stimuli, Apparatus 517 The stimuli were the same as reported in Experiment 1, except that the scaling of both the 3-item 518 and 4-item dishes (as well as plates) were varied, relative to the original size of the 3-item stimuli 519 as used in Experiment 2. We decided on sizing the stimuli at 100% of those used in Experiment 2 520 (50 pixels along one dimension), same size of the Science Museum study (42.6 pixels; a difference 521 of 7.39 pixels), smaller than the Science Museum by 7.39 pixels, and larger than the one used in 522 Experiment 2 by 7.39 pixels. In order of size, the stimuli were scaled to 70.44%, 85.22%, 100%
523 and 134.28% of the stimuli used in Experiment 2 and onwards (henceforth termed Small, 524 SciMuseum, Regular, Large).
525 Design 526 We used a fully factorial design here with all participants doing all experimental trials. The design 527 was identical to that in Experiment 1, except that an additional factor of plate Size (regular versus 528 large) was included. We also had the participants report their hunger level.
529 Procedure
530
The procedure was identical to that used in the studies except that we also assessed participants' 531 self-reported hunger by means of scaled anchored on the left hand side with "not hungry at all" 532 and on the right "very hungry". Hunger scores from this scale varied from 0 to 100.
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
EXPERIMENT 6
566 A logical step is to rerun the study, but with a different group of participants. Psychology students 567 are well known for being WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialised, Rich, and Democratic 568 individuals; see Henrich et al., 2010) and different from Mechanical Turkers (discussed in Woods 569 et al., 2015). Here, we recruited participants from the up-and-coming cloud-sourcing platform 570 Prolific Academic, which actively recruits student participants with no geographic criteria for 571 potential participants, as opposed to MTurk, whose participants are typically North American.
572 If the difference between the data from the Science Museum reported in Experiment 1, and the rest 573 of the studies reported so far is indeed attributable to some difference over populations, Prolific 574 Academic participants may differ from both these groups too.
575 To test if this is so, we collect data from stimuli that are sized according to those reported in 576 Experiment 2, 3, and Supplementary Experiments A, and B. We should observe the same gradient 577 as found previously, but with a shift in the y-axis intercept. 587 between participant factor of Scaling was included (how large the 4-item stimuli were, relative to 588 the 3-item stimuli, the levels being 100%, 91%, 84%, and 75%). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
579
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
